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Bangladesh Bank projects V-shaped recovery

With lingering pandemic in the backdrop, the Bangladesh Bank targets an ambitious 8.2% economic growth for the

current fiscal year, accompanied by a Vshaped recovery. "The successful and timely implementation of the

stimulus packages" will help the economy rebound strongly, the central bank said in the 201920 annual report

published yesterday. A Vshaped recovery is characterised by a quick and sustained recovery in measures of

economic performance after a sharp economic decline. The Bangladesh economy was expanding at an accelerated

growth supported by broadbased economic activities until February last year, according to the report. The country

achieved a record 8.15% growth, the highest in the AsiaPacific region, in the fiscal year 2019. But economies

around the globe ground to a halt by March 2020 and the confirmation of local cases of infection hindered the

goal of achieving the GDP growth of 8.2% in fiscal year 2020. 
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https://tbsnews.net/economy/bangladesh-bank-projects-v-shaped-recovery-188395

BB eases rules on foreign cos’ working capital loans

The central bank has relaxed its regulations, allowing foreign companies to avail shortterm working capital loans

for six years instead of three years from their parent companies or shareholders abroad. Under the revised rules,

such borrowing will also be admissible for industries engaged in service output activities along with manufacturing

enterprises, according to a notification issued by the Bangladesh Bank (BB) on Tuesday. However, the trading

activities will not come under the purview of the relaxations, it added. "We've doubled the period for such loans

aiming to attract more foreign direct investment (FDI) particularly in economic zones across the country," a senior

BB official told the FE while explaining the main objective of the notification.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/bb-eases-rules-on-foreign-cos-working-capital-loans-1611079363
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Pandemic makes MFS the go-to mode for utility bill payment

The pandemic has enabled mobile financial services (MFS) to take up the mantle of accepting utility bills, which

was a tiresome chore before the outbreak, as people had to stand in long queues inside banks. The need to avoid

close social gatherings has compelled people to pay their utility bills from their smartphones. One such person is

Md Ali Khan, 65, who owns a fivestorey building in the capital's Mirpur area. Before the pandemic, he had to stand

in those queues for long hours once every month to pay his electricity, gas and water bills. But the pandemic kept

him inside his house. It was rather a blessing in disguise as he can now use his smartphone to access his preferred

MFS and pay his utility bills at a convenient time, without having to visit banks, that too within limited working

hours.

Covid hits central bank income from reserves

The central bank's income from the investment of foreign exchange reserves saw substantial decline by Tk1,000

crore in FY20 due to the pandemic. The income fell by 17% due to a cut in interest rate of the central banks

worldwide after the outbreak of Covid19. The information was disclosed at the annual report of Fiscal Year

201920. Foreign exchange reserves which mostly remain invested in foreign banks crossed $42 billion during the

pandemic. The sharp rise in reserves is attributed to the high inflow of remittance and a slight rebound in export

amid the slow import expenditure.

https://tbsnews.net/economy/covid-hits-central-bank-income-reserves-188344
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The bourse just had a vintage year in 2020, with the good run continuing well into the new year, thanks in part to

the new commission’s deft handling of Bangladesh’s capital market.  And yet, banks, which are not minting money

for the pandemic, are hesitant about jumping into stock market investment. When the bourse was having a dry

spell in the first quarter of last year, the Bangladesh Bank had ordered banks to form a special fund to invest in the

stock market and prop it up. Only 23 banks out of 60 have formed special funds worth Tk 2,622 crore for investing

in the capital market complying with a central bank directive on February 10 last year to shore up the volatile

market. However, the lenders invested only 35 per cent of the funds as of January 15, as per the central bank’s

latest data.

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/banks/2021/01/19/banks-just-not-getting-excited-about-stock-market-investment

https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/economy/2021/01/19/pandemic-makes-mfs-the-go-to-mode-for-utility-bill-payment

Banks just not getting excited about stock market investment
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Jute exports on the mend

With raw jute trade at a historic high amid scarcity resulting from low yield, export earnings are surging. However,

millers said much of the growth in export receipts of jute yarn, twine, sacks and bags are the result of a price

increase. The volume of shipments increased too but the extent of growth was not as much as the spike in value

growth. Data from the Export Promotion Bureau (EPB) showed that export earnings from the main exportable yarn 

and twine soared 42 per cent yearonyear to $449 million in the JulyDecember period of fiscal 202021. Similarly in

case of jute sacks and bags, exporters fetched 56 per cent higher earnings to $92 million in the fiscal's first half.

Millers said sales of 100,000 bales of previous stocks of jute sacks by staterun Bangladesh Jute Mills Corporation

and private mills and higher demand for new carpets in the West amid increasing stays at homes for lockdowns

buoyed shipments of jute yarn.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/127698/apparel-exports-to-major-markets-fall-in-july-dec

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/jute-exports-the-mend-2030809

Apparel exports to major markets fall in July-Dec

Bangladesh’s readymade garment exports to its major markets declined in the JulyDecember period of the

financial year 202021 as global demand remained slow amid the coronavirus outbreak. Among its top 10

destinations, Bangladesh’s RMG exports witnessed negative growth in seven countries in the first half of FY21,

according to data of the Export Promotion Bureau. Apparel exports to Germany, the Netherlands and Poland,

however, achieved moderate growth amid the outbreak in the period, the data showed. Exporters said that RMG

export to most of the major destinations, including the United States, the United Kingdom, Spain and France,

witnessed negative growth in JulyDecember of FY21 as the second wave of COVID19 outbreak had once again

brought economic activities close to a standstill in the countries. 
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বিএটিবিবির ১১ হাজার ক াটি টা ার রহিযময় বিতরণহীন লভযাাংশ

তামাক খাততর বহুজাততক জায়ান্ট তিটিশ আতমতরকান ট াবযাতকা বাাংলাতেশ টকাম্পাতন তলতমত ড (তবএটিতবতি) টেতশর প ুঁতজবাজাতর আতি ১৯৭৭ িাতল। ি েীর্ঘ ৪৪ বছতর টকা

ম্পাতনটি ধারাবাতিকভাতব তবতনতয়াগকারীতের আকর্ঘণীয় িাতর নগে লভযাাংশ তেতয়তছ। এ কারতণ প ুঁতজবাজাতর টকাম্পাতনটির টশয়ার েরও টবশ চড়া। ২০১৮ িাতল টকাম্পাতনটি 

তবতনতয়াগকারীতের ২০০ শতাাংশ টবানাি টশয়ার তেতয়তছ। এতত তবএটিতবতির উতেযাক্তা টরতলগ ইনতভস্টতমন্ট টকাম্পাতন তলতমত ডিি আতরা তকছ  স্থানীয় ও তবতেশী তবতনতয়াগ

কারীর কাগুতজ টশয়াতরর তবপরীতত আ  টকাটিরও টবতশ টবানাি টশয়ার অপতরতশাতধত লভযাাংশ তিতিতব জমা িতয় আতছ। গতকাতলর টশয়ার ের অন যায়ী এ টশয়াতরর মূলয 

১১ িাজার টকাটি  াকা ছাতড়তয়তছ। টকাম্পাতনটির এ তবপ ল অাংতকর অপতরতশাতধত লভযাাংতশর তবর্য়টি তনতয় রিতিযর মতধয আতছন প ুঁতজবাজার তনয়ন্ত্রক িাংস্থার কমঘকতঘ ারািি 

িাংতিষ্টরা।শুধ  তবএটিতবতি নয়, টেতশর প ুঁতজবাজাতর তাতলকাভ ক্ত টকাম্পাতনগুতলার প ঞ্জীভূত অপতরতশাতধত লভযাাংতশর তবর্য়টি টবশ প রতনা। বাাংলাতেশ তিতকউতরটিজ অযান্ড এ

ক্সতচঞ্জ কতমশতনর (তবএিইতি) কাতছ জমা পড়া তিিাব অন িাতর, তাতলকাভ ক্ত টকাম্পাতনগুতলার অপতরতশাতধত লভযাাংতশর মূলয ২০ িাজার ৯৪২ টকাটি ৩৯ লাখ ৫৫ িাজার 

১০৩  াকা। এর মতধয নগে লভযাাংশ ৯৫৬ টকাটি ১০ লাখ ৭২ িাজার ২৫৭  াকা। আর স্টক লভযাাংতশর মূলয ১৯ িাজার ৯৮৬ টকাটি ২৮ লাখ ৮২ িাজার ৮৪৬  াকা।

https://bit.ly/2LFEtid
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Runner to bring KTM motorcycles

The famed KTM motorcycles will be available in Bangladesh from January 25, thanks to Runner Automobiles. In

early August 2020, the Runner announced an agreement with Bajaj Auto that partowns the Austrian bike brand to

become its authorised distributor. Initially models Duke 125 and RC 125 will be launched. "Both models are

premium and the price range will between Tk 3.5 lakh to Tk 4 lakh," said Amid Sakif Khan, marketing director of

Runner Group. According to him, around 15 per cent of current motorcycle sales in Bangladesh were of the

premium segment and their target was to acquire an around 4 per cent market share. Now, the annual demand

for motorcycles is around 500,000 units and from the premium segment it is around 35,000 units. Khan said the

demand for premium motorcycles was going to increase in line with the economic development of the country.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/runner-bring-ktm-motorcycles-2030785

https://bit.ly/2M3z3gK

িাাংলাদেদশ জুলফার গালদফর িযিিা ব দন বনদে করবিদয়ন্ট

২০০৯ িাতল আরএতক ফামঘাতিউটিকযালি প্রাইতভ  তলতমত ডতক তকতন বাাংলাতেতশ বযবিা শুরু কতর িাংয ক্ত আরব আতমরাততভতিক বহুজাততক ওর্ ধ টকাম্পাতন জ লফার 

গালফ ফামঘাতিউটিকযালি। ওই বছর জ লফার বাাংলাতেশ তলতমত ড নাতম যাত্রা কতর তারা। তকন্তু এক য গ না িততই এখন বাাংলাতেশ টেতক বযবিা গুটিতয় তনতে জ লফার। তা

টের বযবিাটি তকতন তনতে স্থানীয় ওর্ ধ উৎপােনকারী টকাম্পাতন টরতডতয়ন্ট ফামঘাতিউটিকযালি তলতমত ড।জ লফার বাাংলাতেশ তলতমত ডতক অতধগ্রিতণর তবর্য়টি তনতিত কতর

টছ টরতডতয়ন্ট ফামঘাতিউটিকযালি। প্রততষ্ঠানটির কমঘকতঘ ারা জাতনতয়তছন, জ লফার বাাংলাতেশ তলতমত তডর অতধগ্রিণ কাযঘক্রম টশর্ িওয়ার পতে। এিাংক্রান্ত িবতকছ ই চূড়ান্ত 

পযঘাতয় রতয়তছ।  টরতডতয়ন্ট জ লফার বাাংলাতেতশর টশয়ার তকতন তনতলও এটি পতরচাতলত িতব পৃেকভাতব।তেতশর বাজাতর ওর্ ধ তবতক্রর পতরমাণ তবতবচনায় শীর্ঘ ২০ প্রততষ্ঠাতন

র মতধয অনযতম িতলা টরতডতয়ন্ট। স্থানীয় ও আন্তজঘ াততক দুই বাজাতরর জনযই পণয উৎপােন কতর প্রততষ্ঠানটি। ২০১৮ িাতল প্রততষ্ঠানটির ওর্ ধ তবতক্রর পতরমাণ তছল ৬০৯ 

টকাটি  াকা। ২০২০ িাতল প্রততষ্ঠানটির তবতক্রর পতরমাণ ৮৬১ টকাটি  াকা।তরতডতয়ন্ট ফামঘাতিউটিকযালতির টচয়ারমযান  মা. নাতির শািতরয়ার জাতিেী বতণক বাতঘ াতক বতলন, 

টরতডতয়ন্ট ফামঘাতিউটিকযালি ফাস্ট এক্সপাতন্ডাং টকাম্পাতন।
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Disclaimer

Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.8 84.8

EUR 103.1 103.1

GBP 115.6 115.7

AUD 65.6 65.6

JPY 0.82 0.82

CAD 66.8 66.8

SEK 10.15 10.16

SGD 63.9 63.9

CNH 13.1 13.1

INR 1.2 1.2

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

18 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.49 6,744

17 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.68 4,807

14 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.81 3,951

13 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 1.86 3,753

12 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.02 3,203

11 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.08 3,029

10 January, 2021 5.25 1.00 2.01 3,277

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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Call Money Rate


